
Cut paper animation is a popular process of stop motion, which 
involves movement of layers of paper to create the final product. 
This particular approach has been used for decades, and is as old 
as animation itself! First made popular by Lotte Reiniger’s feature 
length film Prince Achmed, its influences can be traced to modern 
animation like South Park (yep, it used to be ALLL cut paper!).

FFor your first project this semester, you’ll be working in the 
medium of cut paper and collage stop motion to create a short 
piece inspired by a news headline from your birthdate. Using that 
Google Machine (or any other search/research tool that may tickle 
your fancy) I’d like you to look back to the headlines making news of 
the day you entered this crazy world. You are welcome to pull 
inspiration from local, national, or international new sources. If 
nothingnothing from the exact date of your birth seems to inspire you, then 
you are welcome to expand to the month or year to find your 
story. 

Remember, the challenge here is to use the headline as a 
springboard to create a compelling piece through cut paper. Your 
have no creative limitations here. If you’re excited to make a 
narrative, do so! If experimental, non-sequential story telling is 
your thing, go for it. The most important part of this project is to 
focus on timing, movement, and conceptual strength of the idea. 

•Your piece must involve at least 2 cut paper 
layers. You are welcome to use other materials 
and objects in addition to cut paper

•At least one of your “characters” should be 
articulated. Meaning it must have moving parts, 
not just one solid piece. It is up to you if your 
want those joints to be connected or free moving

••Focus on accurate, illustrative movements. Make 
sure you give your characters a sense of life and 
reality in the space you create

•You may appropriate images to use in this piece. 
Just be sure to alter them in some way (think 
collage) 

••Your piece can include sound, but this is not 
required

•Your piece should be at least 30 seconds, and no 
longer than 2 minutes

••Your piece must be fully animated, rendered, and 
exported at the beginning of class on the due 
date. Late work will not be tolerated. Please 
turn your piece in as a .mov or .mp4


